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Valuations have turned expensive after a significant rally in the last five months; great deal of maturity
required in current market scenario..
On a weekly basis, Sensex declined 2.8 per cent while Nifty fell by 2.69 per cent. Escalating India – China tensions, SEBI’s
new margin norms, depressing Q1 GDP data led to a broad-based sell-off.
The Indian economy contracted significantly 23.9 percent during the April-June quarter led by COVID-19 impact on various
industries. National income accounts data released on August 31 showed that India's "real" or inflation-adjusted gross
domestic product (GDP) contracted 22.6 percent, the sharpest drop in 41 years, compared to a growth of 8.1 percent in the
same quarter last year. The agriculture sector which was supported by good monsoon stood out and witnessed a growth of
3.4 percent in the first quarter of 2020-21. The manufacturing sector contracted 39.3 percent from a growth of 3 percent
last year, while the mining sector shrank by 23.3 percent from a growth of 4.7 percent last year, reflecting the collective
shuttering of operations forced by lockdowns. Gross Value Added (GVA), which is GDP minus taxes contracted by 22.8
percent in April-June 2020 compared to 4.8 percent growth last year.

Ajcon Global’s view
As Indian economy has opened up partially and increase in testing, the rise in COVID-19 cases is expected to go up. At
present, the country is witnessing high recovery rate and low fatality rate which gives some relief. The economy has been
stagnating in the COVID-19 era which was evident from the depressing Q1FY21 GDP data. It has to be seen as to how fast
economy rebounds from a standstill scenario.
RBI’s response to the situation arising out of Covid has been unprecedented. The measures taken by the RBI are intended
to deal with the specific situation of Covid and can not be permanent. In the wake of the pandemic, RBI has stepped
forward and has so far announced various liquidity, monetary, regulatory and supervisory measures in the form of interest
rate cuts, higher structural and durable liquidity, moratorium on debt servicing, asset classification standstill and recently a
special resolution window within our Prudential Framework for Resolution of Stressed Assets. RBI has acknowledged the
difficulties faced by the economy and is constantly bringing in new measures.
In order to continue to ensure orderly market conditions and congenial financial conditions, the following measures were
announced by RBI:
1.

The Reserve Bank will conduct additional special open market operation involving the simultaneous purchase and
sale of Government securities for an aggregate amount of Rs. 20,000 crore in two tranches of Rs. 10,000 crore
each. The auctions would be conducted on September 10, 2020 and September 17, 2020. The RBI remains
committed to conduct further such operations as warranted by market conditions.

2.

The Reserve Bank will conduct term repo operations for an aggregate amount of Rs. 100,000 crore at floating rates
(i.e., at the prevailing repo rate) in the middle of September to assuage pressures on the market on account of
advance tax outflows. In order to reduce the cost of funds, banks that had availed of funds under long-term repo
operations (LTROs) may exercise an option of reversing these transactions before maturity. Thus, the banks may
reduce their interest liability by returning funds taken at the repo rate prevailing at that time (5.15 per cent) and
availing funds at the current repo rate of 4 per cent. Details are being notified separately.

3.

Currently, banks are required to maintain 18 per cent of their net demand and time liabilities (NDTL) in SLR
securities. The extant limit for investments that can be held in HTM category is 25 per cent of total investment.
Banks are allowed to exceed this limit provided the excess is invested in SLR securities within an overall limit of
19.5 per cent of NDTL. SLR securities held in HTM category by major banks amount to around 17.3 per cent of
NDTL at present. However, there are inter-bank variations with some banks close to the 19.5 per cent of NDTL
limit. Accordingly, it has been decided to allow banks to hold fresh acquisitions of SLR securities acquired from
September 1, 2020 under HTM up to an overall limit of 22 per cent of NDTL up to March 31, 2021 which shall be
reviewed thereafter. Details are being notified separately.

4.

The RBI stands ready to conduct market operations as required through a variety of instruments so as to ensure
orderly market functioning.

Earlier RBI provided relief to stressed MSME borrowers by making them eligible for restructuring their debt under the
existing framework, provided their accounts with the concerned lender were classified as standard as on March 1, 2020.
This restructuring will have to be implemented by March 31, 2021. Further, the RBI introduced special resolution window
under its June 29 circular. In addition, The Reserve Bank of India constituted the expert committee to oversee the
resolution of stressed assets created by COVID-19 under the chairmanship of KV Kamath. The committee will recommend
financial parameters factored in the resolution plans, along with sector specific benchmark ranges. The Expert Committee
will undertake the process validation for the resolution plans to be implemented under this framework, without going into
the commercial aspects, in respect of all accounts with aggregate exposure of Rs. 1,500 crore and above at the time of
invocation. The “Prudential Framework on Resolution of Stressed Assets” dated June 7, 2019 provides a principle-based
resolution framework for addressing borrower defaults under a normal scenario. "The resultant stress can potentially impact
the long-term viability of a large number of firms, otherwise having a good track record under the existing promoters, due
to their debt burden becoming disproportionate, relative to their cash flow generation abilities," RBI said. The details
regarding the policy for restructuring of NPA accounts is still awaited from the expert committee to oversee the resolution of
stressed assets caused by COVID-19 under the chairmanship of KV Kamath. The guidelines on the KV Kamath committee
recommendations will be out by September 6, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Shaktikanta Das said in a television
interview on Friday. The committee on business loan resolution would submit its recommendations within one month and
the central bank will soon release its final guidelines on the issue. Both the process will be done within 30 days from the
date of original notification on August 6, Das said. We believe the restructuring measures announced by RBI will help PSUs
to protect themselves from capital erosion as they are loaded with NPAs.
To address the concern of poor lending growth in the current crisis of COVID-19, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman told
banks in a meeting on Thursday to put in place a loan restructuring scheme for rescuing all viable business units affected by
the Covid-19 pandemic by September 15. “During her interaction, the Finance Minister focused on lenders immediately
putting in place board-approved policy for resolution, identifying eligible borrowers and reaching out to them and quick
implementation of a sustained resolution plan by lenders for revival of every viable business,” the Finance Ministry said in a
statement. The FM stressed that banks should keep in mind the Covid-19 related distress of borrowers which should not
come in the way of assessing their credit-worthiness at the time of giving loans. The Finance Ministry said that the lenders
assured that they are ready with their resolution policies, have started the process of identifying and reaching out to eligible
borrowers, and that they will comply with the timelines stipulated by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). The Finance Ministry
is also in touch with the RBI to ensure that the regulator provides assistance to lenders in the resolution process.
Supreme Court on Thursday said that the bank accounts which were not termed as Non-Performing Asset (NPA) till August
31 will not be declared as NPA till disposal of this case and defers the hearing to September 10.
We maintain our same stance to maintain great caution after depressing Q1GDP data. No doubt, the economic activity has
picked up but not at the same intensity of Pre – COVID era in different phases of Unlock period but the cashflow situation
for MSMEs is still an issue. Presently, caution is warranted as Indian investors are not connected to ground realities of
economic situation being tough which is evident by the fact that Companies are looking to raise capital via QIP, Rights
issue, Preferential Allotment and FPOs to absorb the shock of COVID-19. Although there are relaxations in lockdown,
exponential rise in COVID-19 cases can force for tighter lockdown.
Exponential rise in COVID-19 cases and escalating India – China tensions will always remain an overhang. India has banned
118 more apps said to be either based in or linked to China. PUBG Mobile, Alipay, and Baidu are among the biggest names

on the list. India had earlier banned TikTok, WeChat, and more than 50 other China-based apps in June, suggesting they
were a security issue.
India was already in bad shape with India’s GDP taking massive hit in last 2-3 years due to miniscule credit growth and
slowdown in consumption. Investment led spending also took a hit. Various crisis and scams like IL&FS, PMC Bank, DHFL
and Yes Bank tore apart the Indian Financial System and questions were raised on the regulatory front and on basic survival
of Non Banking Financial Companies. Affecting Credit off-take: Bank credit growth was shattered to an over five-decade low
of 6.14 percent in the fiscal ended March 31, 2020, amid a faltering economy, lower demand and risk aversion among
banks.
The current situation is such that retail money is chasing smallcaps and ignoring fundamentals. Investors should avoid fresh
entry in high risk smallcaps as in correction phase, smallcaps bleed the most.
We believe cooling of Indian equities which has started from last week will be healthy for investors as the sharp rally in
lockdown period and different phases of Unlock was led by liquidity through FPIs. Last 2 months rally can be attributed to
positive developments related to COVID-19 vaccine, relaxations in Unlock 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 and better than expected
Q1FY21 result of majority companies announced so far. Considering the sharp rally in the last five months including the
Lockdown period and various phases of Unlock – Reopening of economy, we advise investors to book profits who have
entered at levels during the announcement of initial Lockdown.
We once again advise caution to the investors specially the traders as many of the stocks are running much beyond the
fundamentals and the current rally is in contrast to the economic reality. A great deal of maturity is required in dealing with
the prevailing market situation.
Dr. Ashok Ajmera (FCA), CMD & CEO
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